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Location Comment Response 

Calgary EMS Please consider adding another bar to the 
squat rack so 2 people could do exercises 
with bars at the same time. Thank you. 

We will review and take into consideration for 
future purchases. 

Edmonton MCH Hey I’m wondering if there is any chance to 
get some soft boxes for box jumps. 

It has been on the list and it has been 
delivered. 

Edmonton EMS I belong to Edmonton EMS but it is not a 
listed option. The temperature inside the gym 
is ridiculous! Today it is 24.1C with the small 
fans operating at full blast. This needs to be 
addressed to not cause heat exhaustion to 
those working out. 
 
Thanks! 

EMS is working on balancing the room 
temperature.  Facilities  removed a monitor 
from the room that was placed in there to 
check the fluctuations.  They have been doing 
this for awhile but haven’t quite got it figured 
out yet.  The temperature has come down on 
average sitting at 21.2 most but there still are 
some odd patterns occurring.  This is a global 
issue. 
 

Edmonton EMS I don’t see many people (or any really) using 
the elliptical or recumbent bike & spin bikes. 
Can we downsize to 1 elliptical, 1 spin bike 
and no recumbent bike move the treadmills 
and other cardio machines closer together 
and add a squat rack and machine for lat pull 
downs/seated rows? 

At this time we will not be making any 
changes to the configuration at EMS. 

Edmonton MCH Can we get a soft jump box A box jump has been delivered to MCH. 

Edmonton EMS Could we get a straight bar and/or ez curl bar 
for the cable machine?  
 
Thank you! 

We will review for future consideration. 

Edmonton - RAH Fix Leg Press The leg pressed was checked recently and it 
appears to be working.  For urgent equipment 
concerns please email pulsegen@ahs.ca or 
call 780 407 6053. Please let us know the 
details of what is not working. 

mailto:pulsegen@ahs.ca
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Location Comment Response 
Edmonton MCH Could we please get a step stool for use at 

the chin up bar? 
A box jump has been delivered to MCH and 
can be used as a step up for under the chin 
up bar. 

Edmonton UAH Limit time on major equipment eg) squat rack 
& bench. Everyone on timed lunch and people 
using for a half hour doesn’t seem fair to me.  
It’s considerate to limit our time most do but 
some not. Not sure if this could be enforced. 

We suggest that you ask to work in and share 
equipment. 

 


